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Wiretaps and Undercover Sting 
Operations:   

Are White Collar Defendants Ready? 

mArK b. SHePPArD AND rYAN ANDerSoN

“Out are the days of resting easy in the belief that only self-reporting or 
tipsters will bring criminality to light.  In are the days of proactive and in-
novative white collar enforcement.” 

– lanny Breur, February 25, 2010, at the 24th annual national institute 
on white collar crime.

The u.S. department of Justice has aggressively used proactive en-
forcement techniques such as undercover sting operations and en-
hanced use of electronic surveillance in white collar cases.  The 

recent Foreign corrupt practices act (“Fcpa”) arrests at a las Vegas gun 
show following a two-year long sting investigation and the Galleon case 
in new York are but two of the more prominent examples.  These tech-
niques, once reserved for drug and organized crime conspiracies are now 
becoming part of garden variety health care and financial fraud investiga-
tions.  as a result, white collar practitioners can no longer afford to be in 
the dark regarding these techniques and the law that surrounds them.  

mark b. Sheppard is a partner in the litigation Department at montgomery, mc-
cracken, Walker & rhoads, llP. His practice focuses on white collar criminal 
defense, Sec enforcement, complex commercial litigation.  ryan Anderson is 
an associate in the firm’s litigation Department. the authors can be reached at 
msheppard@mmwr.com and randerson@mmwr.com, respectively. 

Published in the october 2010 issue of The Financial Fraud Law Report. 

copyright 2010 AleXeSolutIoNS, INc. 1-800-572-2797.
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 consider, that, in a recent Fcpa sting case, there were 22 defendants, 
16 unsealed indictments that “represent the largest single investigation and 
prosecution against individuals in the history of doJ’s enforcement of the 
Fcpa,” according to a doJ release.  The indictments, following over two 
and a half years of sting operations, allege that the 22 defendants allegedly 
agreed to pay a 20 percent bribe to sales agents supposedly representing 
the foreign defense minister in return for a $15 million contract.  in reality, 
the sales agent was an undercover FBi agent.
 and consider this, in the Galleon case:  There were over 18,000 inter-
cepted recordings through use of informant wearing a wire — thousands of 
wiretaps were made in the criminal investigation between 2003 and 2009.  
david Slaine, a former hedge fund manager was identified as a government 
“mole” in an undercover sting operation targeting the fallen Galleon Group.  
Slaine agreed to secretly record conversations used against Galleon after 
federal authorities caught him trading on inside tips supplied by uBS in a 
separate case.  on March 10, 2010, it was reported that federal prosecutors 
wired several cooperating witnesses in the Galleon Group insider trading 
case in order to obtain information on other targets of the investigation.
 The wiretapping law jurisprudence that developed in the 1970s has 
been well settled for decades and practitioners in drug and gang cases are 
very familiar with this area of the law.  white collar practitioners are now 
confronted with these old tactics in a new forum.  white collar defendants 
are being caught on tape and their attorneys must be prepared to defend 
against the tapes.  The applicability of the wiretapping laws to white collar 
cases is new, relatively uncharted and as such, presents both concern and 
opportunity.1

defendinG aGainst title iii eVidenCe — fedeRal WiRe-
tap laW

congress enacted the Federal wiretap act as part of the omnibus crime 
control and Safe Streets act of 1968 (“Title iii”) in an effort to balance the 
privacy rights of individuals and the legitimate needs of law enforcement.2  

The act seeks to safeguard privacy in oral and wire communications while 
simultaneously articulating when law enforcement officials may intercept 
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such communications.3  Title iii prohibits the intentional interception of 
wire, oral or electronic communications, unless specifically provided for 
in the statute.4 
 The strict procedural and evidentiary requirements of the act, provide 
plenty of room for creative lawyering.  although courts have been less and 
less likely to enforce the strict requirements of sealing or having the proper 
official sign the application, rather than just authorize the wiretap, there is 
still plenty to fight when confronted with wiretap evidence.   

Challenges to a title iii electronic interception

Challenge Each Wiretap Application, Supporting Affidavit and Order 
Independently, On Its Face

 a defendant should analyze and challenge each separate application.5 in 
addition, when defending the wiretap applications and orders, the govern-
ment is limited to the information contained only within the application and 
affidavits as presented to the authorizing court.6  note that the government 
can use testimony or affidavits incorporated by reference in the application 
(as long as these documents are also presented to the authorizing court).

DOJ Official Authorization

 Title iii requires that the attorney General of the department of Justice 
or a subordinate designated by the attorney General authorize an auSa’s 
wiretap application.  The doJ official authorizing the wiretap application 
must be specifically identified.7  The wiretap order must also identify the 
doJ official who authorized the application.8  
 The Title iii provisions concerning official authorization are as fol-
low:

• Section 2518(10)(a)(iii): Gives authority to challenge wiretap orders;

• Section 2518(4)(d): requires orders to reflect the identity of the au-
thorizing official;

• Section 2516(1): provides which doJ officials are empowered to au-
thorize an application.
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 There are many cases where the government fails in this step and the 
result is mixed between suppression of the wiretap and upholding the 
wiretap.9  

Sealing 

 Sealing is another procedural requirement that can be challenged, al-
though the results are again, mixed.  Title iii states that “[i]mmediately 
upon the expiration of the period of the order [authorizing wiretapping], 
or extensions thereof, such recordings shall be made available to the judge 
issuing such order and sealed under his directions.”10  “The government 
must follow these procedures or it cannot use the intercepted communica-
tions against the surveilled individual in a criminal trial.  To use wiretap 
evidence, the government must (1) seal the tapes immediately or (2) pro-
vide a ‘satisfactory explanation’ for the delay in obtaining a seal.”11  
 Therefore, at the beginning of any wiretap litigation it is essential to 
visit the facility housing the original tapes or data, and examine the sealing 
orders and logs for the data. 

Minimization Challenges 

 Title iii demands minimization of the eavesdropping on calls:  

 .... every order and extension thereof shall contain a provision that 
the authorization to intercept shall be executed as soon as practicable, 
shall be conducted in such a way as to minimize the interception of 
communications not otherwise subject to interception under this chap-
ter, and must terminate upon attainment of the authorized objective, 
or in any event in thirty days.  in the event the intercepted communi-
cation is in a code or foreign language, and an expert in that foreign 
language or code is not reasonably available during the interception 
period, minimization may be accomplished as soon as practicable af-
ter such interception.12  

 The Third circuit has advised that “[o]ur inquiry is on the ‘reasonable-
ness’ of minimization efforts, under the totality of the circumstances.”13  
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in Scott, the court found that such circumstances included “the purpose 
of the wiretap and the information available to the agents at the time of 
interception.”14  Thus, minimization requirements are less stringent where, 
because of coded language and one-time only calls, “agents can hardly be 
expected to know that calls are not pertinent prior to their termination.”15  
 The Third circuit further instructs that “[t]he mere number of inter-
cepted, but nonpertinent calls, is not dispositive.”16  in Armocida, where 
agents intercepted 77 “personal” calls, most of which lasted less than two 
minutes, the court stated that under the circumstances it would not find 
“that a full interception of a one-and-one-half minute to two minute con-
versation violates the minimization requirements.”17  
 The Third circuit has articulated three “crucial” factors for the mini-
mization analysis.18 First, a court reviewing minimization efforts should 
consider “the nature and scope of the criminal enterprise under investiga-
tion.”19  “[S]omewhat greater latitude may be allowed where conspira-
tors converse in a colloquial code, thereby creating superficially innocent 
conversations that are actually relevant to the investigation.”20  Moreover, 
large-scale investigations of criminal conspiracies may need to intercept a 
greater number of conversations, especially when “the judicially approved 
wiretap is designed to identify other participants in the conspiracy and to 
determine the scope of the conspiracy.”21  More recently, the Hull court 
reiterated that “when investigating a wide-ranging conspiracy between 
parties known for their penchant for secrecy, broader interceptions may be 
warranted.”22 
 Second, courts should consider “the government’s reasonable expec-
tation as to the character of, and the parties to, the conversations.”23  By 
way of example, “if the government knows during what time of the day the 
telephone will be used for criminal activity, it can avoid intercepting calls 
at other times.”24  The Supreme court in Scott explained that while agents 
should not listen to every call over a wiretap on a public telephone where 
one person is suspected of placing illegal bets, “if the phone is located in 
the residence of a person who is thought to be the head of a major drug 
ring, a contrary conclusion may be indicated.”25 
 Third, “the degree of judicial supervision by the authorizing judge” 
must be considered.26  Section 2518(6) of Title iii “permits a district judge, 
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once he has authorized a wiretap, to continue supervising the operation 
of the interception by requiring reports from the government.”  Id.  Such 
supervision should be taken into consideration when determining the ad-
equacy of the government’s minimization efforts.27  
 The minimization argument, however, is a tedious one that is of lim-
ited benefit.  in United States v. Cox,28 the court allowed for the only rem-
edy for failure to minimize wiretapping to be a civil suit for the disclosure 
of the information under § 2520.  in United States v. LaGorga,29 the court 
decided that suppression only applies to the specific interception which is 
determined to be unlawful, rather than a blanket order which would affect 
all the evidence, including that obtained by procedures sanctioned by statute 
and court order.

“necessity” shortcomings as a Challenge to electronic  
interceptions 

Necessity and Normal Investigative Techniques 

 Title iii demands that each wiretap application include “a full and 
complete statement as to whether or not other investigative procedures 
have been tried and failed or why they reasonably appear to be unlikely to 
succeed if tried or to be too dangerous.”30  
 Similarly, a wiretap order must show the judge’s determination that 
the procedure is necessary: “upon such application the judge may enter an 
ex parte order … authorizing … interception of … electronic communica-
tions … if the judge determines on the basis of the facts submitted by the 
applicant that … normal investigative procedures have been tried and have 
failed or reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to be too 
dangerous.”31

 “The statutory language suggests that before finding that a wiretap is 
necessary, the court must find that alternative methods have been tried or 
would not have succeeded.”32  electronic interceptions should not be per-
mitted if “traditional investigative techniques would suffice to expose the 
crime.”33  in order to satisfy this requirement, however, the government 
need only lay a “factual predicate” sufficient to inform the judge why other 
methods of investigation are not sufficient.34  
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 although the application for a wiretap is likely to follow the guid-
ance of the courts and reflect that alternative methods have been tried and 
failed, it is possible through a Franks hearing to show that those meth-
ods were exaggerated.35  after the Franks analysis, it was determined that,  
given an informant who was willing to testify, the necessity requirement 
was not met.  
 Many of the normal investigative techniques that must be exhausted 
before the government resorts to a wiretap are listed below:

• Search warrants 

• witness interviews

• Grand jury testimony/subpoena 

• cooperating witnesses/informants

• infiltration by undercover agents 

• Surveillance 

• Video surveillance

• Trash covers 

• Mail covers

• Financial investigations 

• pen registers

• Toll registers (phone records) 

• Trap and trace36

Specificity and Boilerplate 

 circuit courts have rejected the use of boilerplate language in support 
of a necessity showing.  The government, “[M]ust allege specific circum-
stances that render normal investigative techniques particularly ineffective 
or the application must be denied....”37

 The government cannot use the investigating agents’ conclusions re-
garding whether or not traditional investigative techniques will theoreti-
cally work or not work.  The required necessity cannot be shown by “bare 
conclusory statements that normal techniques would be unproductive.”38  
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Previous Investigations or Applications cannot be Used as the Proof 
of Necessity  

 The necessity rule requires that each wiretap application stand on its 
own.  The government cannot aggregate necessity from other wiretap ap-
plications to show necessity for a subsequent application.39  
 The need for individualized necessity and probable cause showings 
often is at issue in extension applications.  extension applications are not 
merely formalities that automatically extend an original wiretap.  Sec-
tion 2518(5) of Title 18 requires that each application for an extension 
of a wiretap must include a full statement of facts regarding necessity, as 
is required for original applications under Section 2518(l)(c).  There is, 
however, an additional statutory requirement in Title iii for extension ap-
plications.  Section 2518(l)(f) specifically requires an extension affidavit 
to provide “a statement setting forth the results thus far obtained from 
the interception, or a reasonable explanation of the failure to obtain such 
results.”40  Failure to provide adequate necessity for an application means 
that probable cause is not shown and the wiretap will be suppressed.41  
 The Supreme court has acknowledged these separate requirements for 
extension applications.  in Giordano, the court observed that “extension 
orders do not stand on the same footing as original authorizations … but 
are provided for separately.”42  it then emphasized the additional show-
ing required by Section 2518(l)(f).43  The court found a common sense 
rationale for this greater showing: plainly the function of § 2518(l)(f) is to 
permit the court realistically to appraise the probability that relevant con-
versations will be overheard in the future.  if during the initial period, no 
communications of the kind that had been anticipated had been overheard, 
the act requires an adequate explanation for the failure before the neces-
sary findings can be made as a predicate to an extension order.44  

probable Cause shortcomings in Wiretap applications and 
orders 

The Three Probable Cause Requirements of Title III 

 a wiretap application (and the resulting order) must establish probable 
cause in relation to three facts: i) that an individual is committing crime, ii) 
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that communications about that crime will be intercepted, and iii) that the 
phone line tapped is being used to communicate about the crime.45 
 as with a traditional search warrant affidavit, a wiretap application 
must establish that the target has committed or is committing a crime.46  
There are limits as to which crimes are permissible bases for a wiretap 
(albeit, very broad limits).  The statute permits wiretaps for crimes enu-
merated in 18 u.S.c. § 2516.  That statute, in turn, provides a laundry list 
of federal offenses ranging from assassination of the president to obscen-
ity.  The classic wiretapping subjects — drugs and guns clearly fall within 
the statute, as do all acts of fraud, wire fraud, and bank fraud, as well as 
computer fraud and nearly one-hundred other enumerated offenses.  if the 
wiretap produces unusual charges, it is worth it to check Section 2516 to 
make sure the crime is enumerated. 
 Before obtaining a wiretap, the government must show probable cause 
that communications about the crime will be intercepted.47  
 The final probable cause requirement is whether the specific target line 
(a specific phone number) is being used for criminal conversations.48  This 
is closely related to the second requirement, that “particular communica-
tions” regarding crimes will be intercepted (Section 2518(3)(b)).  
 Both (b) and (c) appear to be areas ripe for defending in white collar 
cases.  The chances that white collar defendants will be communicating 
at any particular time about a criminal enterprise, or that a particular line 
may be fruitful for the investigation would seem hard to prove given the 
likelihood that any tapped line would be used, in the vast majority of calls, 
for legitimate business purposes.  
 Staleness is another area where an argument can be made against the 
wiretap.  Staleness, however, is unlikely to work.  The Third circuit court 
of appeals has explained that “where the facts adduced to support probable 
cause describe a course or pattern of ongoing and continuous criminality, 
the passage of time between the occurrence of the facts set forth in the af-
fidavit and the submission of the affidavit itself loses significance.”49  The 
court has further specified that “[t]he liberal examination given staleness 
in a protracted criminal conduct case ‘is even more defensible in wiretap 
cases than in ordinary warrant cases, since no tangible objects which can 
be quickly carried off are sought.’”50 
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franks Challenges to electronic interceptions 

Franks and Title III Challenges 

 under the Fourth amendment, a defendant may challenge a search 
conducted pursuant to a warrant on the grounds that the warrant affidavit, 
even though facially adequate to support probable cause, contained factual 
misstatements or omissions that influenced the issuing magistrate.51  if the 
reviewing court determines that an affiant has knowingly or recklessly in-
cluded false information that is material to the determination of probable 
cause, evidence seized pursuant to that warrant must be suppressed.52 
 This reasoning applies with equal force to wiretap affidavits.53  The 
Franks legal analysis in the context of a wiretap motion is similar to the 
Franks approach to a search warrant.  one significant difference is the im-
pact of the omissions or misstatements upon the government’s application; 
in a wire motion, a Franks error may jeopardize not only probable cause, 
but also necessity for the wiretap.54  
 a defendant seeking a Franks hearing must make a “substantial pre-
liminary showing”55 that (1) the affidavit contains a material misrepre-
sentation, (2) the affiant made the misrepresentation knowingly and in-
tentionally, or with reckless disregard for the truth, and (3) the allegedly 
false statement was material to the finding of probable cause.56 where the 
defendant asserts that the affiant omitted facts with a reckless disregard 
for the truth, the defendant can satisfy the substantial preliminary showing 
standard by demonstrating that “an officer recklessly omit[ed] facts that 
any reasonable person would want to know.”57  if the defendant makes this 
preliminary showing, but “there remains sufficient content in the warrant 
affidavit to support a finding of probable cause, no hearing is required.”58  
if “the remaining content is insufficient,” then the defendant is entitled to 
a hearing.59  

Taint from Previous Wiretaps 

 if an original wiretap was improvidently granted, the government 
cannot use the fruits of that wiretap to obtain authorization for later in-
terceptions.60
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practical Considerations 

Early Disclosure of Wiretap Applications and Ten-Day Reports

 Title iii requires that wiretap applications and orders be disclosed 
ten days before wiretap proceeds are used in any trial, hearing, or other 
proceeding in a federal or state court.61  although this was presumably 
intended for evidentiary hearings and trial, this disclosure provision has 
also been held to apply to detention hearings.62  early and aggressive in-
vocation of this right can help back government counsel off of relying on 
wiretap proceeds in bail hearings (as an auSa rarely has disclosure ready 
that early in the case).

Early Identification of Cooperating Informants

 wiretaps are expensive and time-consuming, and are typically only 
used in fairly serious cases. with high federal sentencing exposures, the 
likelihood that co-defendants will become cooperating witnesses is in-
creased.  once co-defendants cooperate, their names will likely be omitted 
from any subsequent wiretap application and instead they will be given 
code names so that their identities will not be disclosed.  every coopera-
tive co-defendant represents a lost opportunity to identify wire informants. 
 Therefore, in a defense against wiretap evidence, counsel should re-
view the wiretap applications for any references to cooperating witnesses 
and informants, and develop outlines of their characteristics such that all 
defendants, co-defendants and counsel can attempt to identify the infor-
mants before they are lost to a §5K1.1 deal.

View Hard Copy Originals of All Documents

 in a wiretap in the northern district of california, the government 
completely failed to attach a referenced affidavit to a wiretap extension 
application.  The application was nonetheless approved.63  That omission 
would have never been detected if someone hadn’t gone through all of the 
hard copy applications and affidavits in the district court clerk’s office.
 Very close review of the materials actually on file can reveal missing 
(and essential) attachments, applications that were authorized by the doJ 
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official after the district court issued the wiretap order, and doJ authoriza-
tions that are missing altogether.  

Fight the Recordings Themselves  

 The transcripts and the recordings themselves are wide open to in-
terpretation.  nobody, especially those who are being surreptitiously re-
corded, speaks clearly and precisely when speaking in everyday life.  They 
use jargon, and with people whom they have known for years, or possibly 
decades, they use plenty of inside references.  They think out loud.  They 
ask questions.  They brainstorm.  They joke.  when taken out of context,  
a statement may sound incriminating, while in the context of the relation-
ship with the other party on the line it is perfectly innocent.  any defense 
counsel defending against wiretaps must listen to every intercept.  The de-
fense should learn the context of each conversation in order to understand 
and explain what the words spoken truly mean.  any help from the client 
in shedding light on the actual meaning of a potentially incriminating con-
versation is invaluable.   
 Most people speak, especially when in private conversation, in a less 
formal manner than when they speak publicly or with strangers.  They do 
not enunciate as well.  They speak in a lazier, or gruffer, or more accented 
fashion.  Their speech becomes casual.  prosecutors, on the other hand, 
are listening for evidence of crime and can hear things in a speech pattern 
that does not exist.  They are accustomed to interpreting malfeasance, not 
innocence.  if there is doubt as to the clarity of the words recorded, have 
an inaudibility hearing and get the recording deemed inadmissible.   

pRaCtiCal adViCe to oBtain a fRanks HeaRinG:

• Get a copy of the warrant, the application for a warrant and affidavits 
and the inventory.

• Get copies of any police reports regarding the warrant.

• Verify all statements in the affidavits and application for warrant.

• analyze the application and affidavits for omissions.
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• investigate the affidavit and application allegations.

• review all documentation with the client.

• File a motion to suppress with a request for Franks hearing.

• look to prove material, deliberate falsehoods or statements made in 
reckless disregard for the truth, or omissions of material facts, which 
affect probable cause.

• Submit a revised affidavit without misstatements and include any 
omitted material information and argue that the revised affidavit fails 
to support a probable cause finding.

• informants -

– obtain their identities

– get all police reports of statements

– get prior jail and criminal records

– discuss informant with client 

• obtain prior affidavits and applications in other search warrant cases 
of the officers.

• obtain copies of prior convictions of persons named in the applica-
tion.

examples of suCCessful fRanks WiRetap motions 

• United States v. Novaton — affidavit for wiretap falsely stated that 
four informants had been reliable in the past and failed to include 
statements about the animosity between informants and target.64

• United States v. Rice — Suppressing wiretap because of reckless state-
ments in affidavit.65 

tHe futuRe — fCpa applied to pHaRmaCeutiCals

 The possibilities of fake doctors or fake sales representatives conduct-
ing sting operations in order to ensnare one another are not so unrealistic.  
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Given state run health care systems, the range of foreign officials covered 
by the Fcpa are substantial.  in some countries the entire health care sys-
tem may involve “foreign official[s]” under the Fcpa. 
 in assistant attorney General lanny a. Breuer’s november 12, 2009 
address to pharmaceutical regulatory and compliance congress and Best 
practices Forum he stated that the doJ is meshing resources in the fraud 
section’s health care and Fcpa silos, and department officials said they 
have met with overseas counterparts to coordinate for their cooperation in 
the effort. 
 Said Breuer: 

 in the pharmaceutical context, we have additional expertise that sig-
nificantly enhances our ability to proactively investigate and prosecute 
these often complex cases.  That additional expertise is located in our 
health care fraud group, where we have prosecutors and analysts with 
the industry knowledge necessary to quickly identify corrupt prac-
tices.  These two groups — our Fcpa unit and our health care fraud 
unit — are already beginning to work together to investigate Fcpa 
violations in the pharmaceutical and device industries in an effort to 
maximize our ability to effectively enforce the law in this area. 

ConClusion

 The expansion of surveillance and sting operations into new areas of 
criminality reflects a shift in resources and attitudes toward white collar 
crime.  as the doJ melds the expertise it has in prosecution of these cases, 
the defense bar must step up its game to properly defend these types of 
cases.  By melding expertise in handling government investigations into 
corporate practices with experience in defending against overbroad and 
illegal wiretaps we can provide the best defenses available for our clients. 

notes
1 Various resources were used to develop many of the strategies contained 
herein including, “uncle Sam is on the line” by Steven Kalar and Josh 
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cohen,” “The criminal lawyer” blog, and various materials developed by 
and available through the office of defender Services — Training Branch. 
2 See United States v. Dalia, 441 u.S. 238, 250 n.9, 252 (1979).  
3 See Gelbard v. United States, 408 u.S. 41, 48 (1972).  
4 18 u.S.c. § 2511(1).
5 See, e.g., United States v. Carneiro, 861 F.2d 1171, 1176 (9th cir. 1988) 
(“The district court erred in failing to examine each wiretap application 
separately.  each wiretap application, standing alone, must satisfy the 
necessity requirement.”); U.S. v. Majeed, 2009 wl 2393439, 13 (e.d.pa. 
2009)(showing a thorough wiretap by wiretap analysis).  
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